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Memoir: Responding to
_G_e_n_re_a_n_d_C_r_a_ft_o_f_L_a_n-=-g_u_a-=-g_e_____ rf?
ARTICLE BY LAURA

SCHILLER

Teaching Writing. She'd also written about
memoir in Living Between the Lines. There
she wrote that through memoir writing, "we
create our lives, our selves." Just as last
year's thematic study on immigration built
community, memoir could do the same thing
this year. Valuing our lives and sharing our
stories through memoir could lead to that
essential learning community. It appealed to
me.
I remembered the Trumpet Club Memoir
Study Guide that came with a book order last
year. Sure enough, it was from Teachers
College Writing Project, Lucy's home base. I'd
read it and liked it, but in the middle of a
year, it's difficult for me to drop everything I'm
doing and try something new. I just don't shift
gears that easily.
Now, two years after first being exposed to
the idea of memoir, I was ready to try it out in
my classroom. It would be my way into genre
and craft of language. At least then I'd have
Lucy Calkins to fall back on.
It was July and I had time to think and plan
for the fall. I knew I wanted to hone my
teaching through genre studies. I also knew I
would begin with memoir. As we shared our
stories we would build the kind of community
that supports learning. I had my big ideas in
place. It was time for the next step.
I've established a pattern for myself
whenever I begin to plan a unit of study. First,
the focus, next, gather materials. Now,
gathering materials has become part of my
learning process. As I come to know the depth
and breadth of what's out there, I expand my
knowledge of the subject matter. In choosing
which sources to use, I broaden my thinking
and shape the direction of our inquiries. After

I did some soul searching as I looked over
the new integrated English/language arts
content standards. Which standards were
evident in my practice? Which standards did I
need to learn more about? After reading some
of what others in the field had to say about
the content standards and talking it over with
my colleagues, one thing was certain. After
twenty-four years in the field, I had a lot of
learning to do.
I reflected on last year's class and it became
clear to me which standard I would focus on
first, one which I didn't see as my strength. I
took a closer look at a unit from last year,
Coming to America, in light of Standard 6:
Genre and Craft of Language. It reads, "All
students will explore the constraints and
possibilities of different types of text and
purposefully use the craft of language
including aesthetic elements and mechanics
of writing (e.g., spelling, punctuation, and
sentence structure, etc.) to communicate
more effectively and creatively."
I found that in last year's class book,
Coming to America, with the exception of two
poems, we had not shaped our writing into
any particular genre. I wondered what would
happen if I organized this year's curriculum
around genre? I started to ask myself some
tough questions. What exactly did I know
about crafting a particular genre? I was
learning to coach writing. We conferenced,
revised, used concrete images, worked on
openings, attended to conventions. But ifl
had to be genre specific, could I coach it?

Mulling Over Memoir
Lucy Calkins is one of my author mentors. I
recalled her chapter on memoir in The Art of
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I've studied and read a variety of materials
from different perspectives I'm ready to revise
my focus and organize for instruction.
Here's where the commitment comes in. If I
am going to coach memoir, I need to read and
write memoir, the same as I will expect from
my students. That way, I'll have first hand
knowledge of the genre. I'll be able to
understand the students' difficulties from an
insider's point of view. I can speak with
conviction when I say, "I know what you
mean. When I read Henry Louis Gates or Gaiy
Paulsen or Sandra Cisneros, they ... "
I am reminded that the content standard
says, " ... explore the constraints and
possibilities ... " If I didn't read and try to write
memoir, I'd be like a family doctor who never
examined patients. I just wouldn't trust that
diagnosis.
So, with recommendations from friends, I
began to read, in the summer, while I still had
time and as I read I asked myself, what can
this text teach me about memoir? I began with
Mikal Gilmore's Shot in the Heart. It is the
story of Gilmore's search to understand what
led to his older brother, Gaiy's, life of crime
and ultimate execution. Through Gilmore's
eyes, I saw memoir as a compelling need to
retrace and make meaningful those moments
and events that shape our destiny. The author
selected important moments and wove them
together in ways that made sense to him.
In the preface to Henry Louis Gates, Jr.'s
Colored People: a Memoir, he explains that
he wrote the book for his daughters so they
will understand the " ... world into which I was
born ... " (p .xi)
From Gates I learned the importance of
time and place to memoir and how they shape
lives and perspectives. I also felt invited into a
family. Knowing the people in his life, their
humor, their struggles, their ideas, made me
more willing to hear other points of view.
I was learning that it was hard to read
memoir without making connections between
my life and the writer's. I was reading for
pleasure, but I was also reading as a writer
and a teacher. How did the writer craft the
work? What can I learn that ,will help me
bring memoir into my classroom?
My reading continued. I read parts of
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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Bernard Gotfryd's Anton the Dove Fancier:
and Other Tales of the Holocaust. Gotfryd,
though not a polished writer, wanted his
stories to live on. From yet another time and
place, his memoir sought to preserve
meaningful events. His writing was simple and
each powerful story was laid out in a few
pages.
The House on Mango Street, by Sandra
Cisneros, is a series of vignettes about a
young Hispanic girl growing up in Chicago.
Memoir was helping me see the uniqueness of
individuals within a culture, as well as
increasing as a whole, my awareness of race,
religion, and ethnicity. Cisneros taught me to
zoom in on details and find meaningful
connections in the everyday things we often
take for granted.
I moved to poetry when I bought Hey World,
Here I Am! by Jean Little; picture books, Zora
Hurston and the Chinaberry Tree, by William
Miller, Patricia Palacco's Pink and Say, and
Sherly Anne Williams', Wor,king Cotton, and
short stories with Gaiy Soto's Small Faces.
I searched my personal collection of books
to see if I already owned examples of memoir.
Once I started noticing, memoir was
everywhere. One of my students helped me
compile a bibliography for other students to
use. The list has continued to grow.
From Lucy Calkins I learned that memoir
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selected. If students have time to read in
school, studies have shown, and my
experience has borne them out, that students
will continue to read at home on their own.
Their topics for writing are self-generated, but
the genre studies we undertook this year did
focus our writing.

makes meaning of our lived experiences. It's a
window on our lives that allows us to look
back in a way that sheds light on who we've
become. That's largely why I chose memoir to
anchor my genre studies. I want my students
to find meaning in their lives and by sharing
our memoirs, what matters most to us, I
believed we'd gain a deeper appreciation for
one another.
With the understanding that it was not a
chronological accounting of one's life events, I
tried writing memoir in my personal journal. I
began by listing emblematic moments that I
might want to write about later in more detail.
As I thought about key moments in my life I
felt scared trying to do something I'd never
done before. I had no idea where my journal
entries would lead me. But, when I imagined
what it would be like to coach memoir in class
I knew I had to try writing memoir if I planned
to teach it.

Memoir - My Unit
Day 1: Introduction to Memoir
a) I read aloud three examples of memoir
without labeling them for my students. I read
the first chapter from Patricia MacLachlan's
young adult novel, Journey. I read Faith
Ringgold's picture book, Tar Beach. My third
choice was "Growing Pains" a poem from Jean
Little's Hey World, Here I Am! I selected these
particular texts to begin our memoir study
because, I wanted students to see that
memoir could be written in a variety of genres,
in this case, poetry, a YA novel, and a
children's story. I also knew my selections
would relate to my students' lives and
interests and I wanted to "hook" them on
memoir.
b) Then I asked everyone to freewrite for five
minutes and reflect on what these
passages /books had in common. Kerry
noticed they all dealt with family. Kevin said
they're all about people relating to each other.
Ryan commented that one person seems to be
telling her story. The freewrite and sharing
enables everyone to participate. Everyone has
to listen, write, think, and speak in this
experiment.
We freewrite to build fluency, to get our
thoughts on paper, to find out what we're
thinking. I advise students to turn off their
'internal editor' and allow themselves to write
without worrying about conventions. Spelling,
handwriting, or punctuation that doesn't flow
naturally, can be attended to in later revisions
if the writer decides to work from the
freewrite.
c) We shared our freewrites. I talked about
memoir, what I'd read over the summer and
how I experimented with it in my writer's
notebook. I told how memoir helped me
understand myself better as I learned to
understand others and used Gates as an
example, how memoir helped me look back on

Classroom Experiments
Here, as close as I can recreate it, is a dayby-day lesson plan from my first foray into
memoir with my sixth graders. I believe it can
be adapted to any level depending on the
choice of literature. Read it, discard it, pick
and choose from it, adapt it to other genres,
but whatever you do, please don't think that
this is "the way" to approach memoir. The
lessons represent what I knew at the time. I
will revise these plans as I continue to learn.
To avoid repetition once we get started, I'd
like to discuss the last thing we do most days.
My language arts classes meet for two periods
each day. I think of the first period as mine for
modeling, scaffolding, experimenting, and
explicit teaching. The second period most days
is reserved for our reading/writing workshop.
It's the glue that holds my language arts
program together. My lesson plan, or series of
experiments, would be ineffective without the
opportunity for students to incorporate those
strategies into their own reading and writing.
I've relied heavily on Nancie Atwell's book, In
the Middle, and recommend it to those
unfamiliar with the workshop concept.
The reading/writing workshop gives
students regular, extended periods of time to
read and write. Most of their reading is selfMICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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use professional authors as models and
student writing as models.
In this case, I shared my drafts because I
wanted my students to know that quality
writing doesn't appear by magic. I started with
an image and revised and revised with the
help of my response group to end up with a
poem I could publish. And I wanted them to
see just how much that poem meant to me.
f) Workshop.
From left to right: Mark White and Derrick Sims

Day 2: Memory Maps

my life and find moments that led me to new
insights, and made my life meaningful. I was
specific and showed my journal, mentioned
my camp and family stories and held up
several of the books I'd read.
d) I explained that we would be publishing a
book of memoir and everyone had a letter to
take home explaining memoir and inviting
parents to write for our book. The letter also
explained that I would be writing, too. Writing
for an audience relates to authenticity. I want
my students to view themselves as authors.
We read authors, we learn to model our
writing after authors, we publish like authors.
When students are writing for others, their
investment is greater. The desire to communicate their ideas and to be understood is
the best motivator I know. Students, who have
never revised before, will do many drafts if
they know they will be published.
By inviting our parents to write for our
book, and by committing myself to write as
well, I have established the importance of
writing. I'm saying that writing is for all of us
and not just something we do in school. In
addition, I'm building an extended learning
community of parents, students, and teacher,
all involved in using literacy to better
understand ourselves and one another.
e) Next, we gathered in a circle on our rug
and I shared the poem I'd written two
summers ago during the Oakland Writing
Project. It was about my grandmother. I cried
while I wrote it and true to form, I cried while
I read it. Then I shared my countless messy
drafts and talked about my reyisions. I model
on the overhead when I write with my
students. I model when I share my drafts. I

a) I modeled Memory Maps on the overhead.
An excellent resource for Memory Maps is
Getting the Knack by Stephen Dunning and
William Stafford. I began by talking and
drawing a simple picture of my favorite place
to play when I was little. As I drew, I was
reminded of stories connected to the objects
taking shape on the screen. "I remember my
backyard swing set. (I scratch some straight
lines on the transparency film.) I used to go
there on hot, summer mornings when the
neighborhood was still quiet ... " I'd recall an
anecdote or draw another object.
b) After three or four minutes, I invited the
class to try to draw their own memory maps. I
set an egg timer for five minutes and everyone
quietly drew. I wanted students to begin to
think about possible topics for their memoir.
The idea of place is a strong memory
enhancer. When we see ourselves back in time
in a specific place, memories become easier to
recall. Drawing pictures helps the writer use
concrete images and triggers memories. It also
reaches students with different learning
styles. I think about multiple intelligences
here.
c) "I think I'll label some of the objects I've
just drawn. Why don't you do that too." So I
write in swimming pool, swing set ... I'm
writing and free associating at the same time.
The students are labeling. "What people were
in the picture with you?" We add to our
drawing.
d) "If you extended your drawing beyond the
page, what would be there? Jot down some
words or phrases as they come to mind. What
conversation might you have heard? Write
down key words or sentences that might have
been spoken."
e) I paired the students and asked them to
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find a comfortable spot to quietly share their
maps for the next five minutes.
f) We gathered in a circle on our rug and
asked volunteers to share. Those students
who lacked ideas heard others. By the next
day, most students had possible ideas to write
about. Memory maps help them write about
what they know, ground their writing in
reality, and reinforce the notion that strong
writing is built around concrete images.
g) Students enjoyed sharing so much, we
ended up talking for two class periods. No
workshop today.

• letter form
• quotes from other works/ poetry/ songs
• provides qualities of person being written
about
• descriptive, effective words
• clear beginning and ending
c) Workshop. At this point during workshop
some students read memoir and respond in
their writers' notebooks. Others were in
various stages of revising, editing, and
publishing other pieces of writing they'd
started earlier.
Day 4, 5, 6:
Immersion and Independent Reading

Day 3: Memoir Exploration

a) I handed out a book of memoir to each
student. "You will have four minutes to read.
At the end of four minutes, in your writer's
notebooks, write the title and author of the
book. Remember to underline the title, and
write what you noticed. Let's see if we can get
at some of the characteristics of memoir. You
might consider language that surprised you,
favorite lines, techniques, genre, voice, dialect,
images, you name it. You can't be wrong. Just
write what you notice. After three minutes I'll
call time and we'll pass our books to the left
and repeat the process."! wanted students to
experience a broad range of memoir and to
imagine possibilities for their own reading and
writing. Memory Maps engaged students and
got them thinking about their personal
connection to memoir. I followed memory
mapping with memoir exploration because I
wanted students to see ways other authors
approached memoir while they were still
generating ideas for their writing. I wanted to
make explicit that reading/writing connection.
b) After three rounds, we shared what we'd
noticed at our tables and then as a whole
class. I recorded their ideas on the overhead.
Titled Experiment: Characteristics of Memoir
here is what the students listed:
• personification
• author's note
• uses simple words for big emotions
• first person
• selective experiences/ not biography
• strong verbs
• like blank verse
• focus on other people involved only at that
time
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL

a) I now asked students to choose a memoir
to read independently and respond to in their
writers notebooks.
b) Almost daily, I would select examples of
memoir to read to the class. One day I read
'The Jacket" from Gary Soto's Small Faces.

"My clothes have failed me. I remember the
green coat that I wore in fifth and sixth grades
when you either danced like a champ or
pressed yourself against a greasy wall, bitter
as a penny toward the happy couple." (37)
Soto's "Jacket" used an object as the basis
of his memory, a helpful technique for some
writers. We wondered what that jacket
represented in his life and talked briefly about
metaphor. Then we tied the jacket into our
own lives. Were there objects in our lives that
had taken on added importance?
I made transparencies for "Letter from a
Concentration Camp" by Yoshiko Uchida,
based on the imprisonment of Japanese
Americans in camps across the United States
during World War II. Besides the historical
perspective, the letter genre added to our
possibilities. We also talked about the angry
tone in the letter and looked at ways the
author conveyed that anger. The writer's voice
came through loud and clear and we talked
about how that made the reader feel.
Excerpts from Memoirs of a Bookbat by
Kathryn Lasky also held our attention. 'There
was a time, before the trailer, when we lived in
a house that stayed in one place." In this
novel we looked carefully at the opening and
how it's anchored by place. I shared the Gates
memoir I'd read over the summer and how the
36
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fact that it's set in Piedmont, West Virginia, in
the fifties and sixties shapes its perspective.
We imagined what might have changed had it
been set in New York or Michigan in the
nineties.
Usually my readings took five to ten minutes or less. As the content standard said, we
were exploring "the constraints and
possibilities" of memoir. When I finished
reading I asked students for their reactions.
What did they notice? Did the author do
something they might like to try? Depending
on the text, we might reflect on language,
genre, or topic.
We'd been responding to literature in a
variety of ways since the beginning of the
school year. I required students to respond in
their writers' notebooks at least once when
they finished a book, but I encouraged them
to respond anytime they felt like it.

From left to right: Stephanie Tawa and
MaryKate Cafmeyer
response in a countywide language arts
journal.

Even though I am only half-way through
this book (because I have to read 2 books
at once) I am going to write a novel
response.
I think that this was an excellent book.
This is because of the author. (obviously)
His life is so interesting. Many lifethreatening events! The most exciting part
so far was when his plane crashed in the
middle of 'no man's land' between the
English and Italian war-lines. His skull
was fractured and his eyes were
temporarily blinded. He was put in a
hospital and had surgery. How interesting!
But you know what would be more
interesting?
To hear this book written by R.L. Stine! I
could hear it now:
Dahl version - "I was unable to find any
flat spot to land and my fuel tank was
low. I had to land anyway, so !found a
semi-fiat piece of land and crash landed
on it."
Stine version - '"AAAH!' the pilot
screamed as he flew towards the ground.
A small creature was on the nose of the
plane dismantling the engine, laughing
hysterically and devilishly.
The pilot fainted simply because he was
overwhelmed with the gremlin."
or even Paulsen!
Gary Paulsen version - "As the plane
flew towards the sand David uttered a Jew
loose prayers under his breath. He

Day 7: Writers' Notebooks:
Living with Memoir

a) I asked students to experiment with
memoir in their writers' notebooks. "Let each
day's living trigger memories of places, events,
people that can be explored in your
notebooks." I shared my writer's notebook to
model how I tried writing memoir.
b) I invited students to share some of their
entries that were memoir. Many students had
already begun to explore memoir in their
notebooks without being told. All year we'd
used our notebooks as a source of seed ideas
from which we could develop writing.
c) I'd heard Lucy Calkins speak about
memoir at a workshop. She suggested
students collect entries for several days and
then go back and look for the connections
between entries or possible seed ideas to
explore more deeply. I told my students about
Lucy Calkins, and said we would try to dig
deeper into memoir through our notebooks.
d) Workshop
Day 8: Novel Responses

a) Novel responses were the focus of this
day's lesson. Several students had already
finished reading a memoir. I invited them to
share their responses in our sharing circle on
the rug. Keny read Roald Dahl's Going Solo.
We celebrated and edited and published this
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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him happily, grabbing for his glasses.
Laughing, Grandfather took off his glasses
and held them outfor Cooper to take, and
in that moment I held the camera up to my
eyes to hide my surprise. Without his
glasses my grandfather's face changed;
sharp places became softer. Through the
camera I could see the wrinkles at the
corners of his eyes that made his eyes
less hard; his face smoothed out. He
looked younger. He looked ... without
thinking I pressed the button and the
shutter clicked. Grandfather looked up.
"I'm sorry," I said. "I didn't mean to do
that."
"No, no, Journey." He smiled at me and
sat down on the bed with the baby. "You
can take all the pictures you want." ,

checked the pressure gage. 150. David
pulled back on the throttle, cranked the
clutchforward, and took a crash landing
Tight in the middle of the desert. Gone."
(I think I like that one!)
But, I cannot (and wish I could) do it in the
style of C.S. Lewis, Lloyd Alexander, or
Shakespeare. (but I'd like to try!)
William Shakespeare - ·~rt thou plane
crasheth in yonder meadow. Is thy in
pain? Oh, yes! Thou doth not see though,
with pain in thy head!"
That would be great!
As you can see, I have worked harder than
anything on this and I really DO like this way
of novel responses and will try it again along
with telling comparisons of me and the
author/ character.
I really DO enjoy this book and can hardly
wait to write a novel response for the end!
I give it a 6.
Kerry Tomkie

(16,17)

Students mentioned Grandfather taking the
camera from around his neck and handing it
to Journey. They saw Emmett reaching for
Grandfather's glasses etc. Snapshots were
easy to identify.
c) Workshop: I invited students to look for
snapshots in their writing and in the novels
they were reading. "How do they help you, as
the reader?"

b) Workshop
Days 9, 10, 11:
Snapshots, Thoughtshots, & Dialogue

a) I borrowed some ideas from Barry Lane's
book, After the End and spent several days
working with my students on snapshots,
thoughtshots, and dialogue.
On day 9 I modeled on the overhead as we
experimented with snapshots. Students
brought in a photograph or magazine picture.
I asked students to look at their picture and
write about everything they see. I talked about
the importance of concrete details in writing,
set the timer for four minutes and we wrote,
then shared. Many students remembered the
snapshots used in Journey.
Next I asked students to imagine who or
what else was in the scene but wasn't in the
picture. Again we wrote for five minutes and
volunteers shared.
Step 3, I asked students to imagine what
they could smell, taste, touch, or hear in the
picture. Five minute free write. Group share.
b) I read a page from Journey. "What
snapshots did you hear?"

Day 10: Thoughtshots

a) Thoughtshots were our focus. I asked
students to look at the novel they were
reading at the moment. "Can you find lines
that show what characters are thinking?" We
shared some of our examples.
b) I reread that same passage from
Journey. I asked students to listen for
thoughtshots in the passage. We shared.
The students said the thoughtshot began
with Journey's surprise. "Without his glasses
my grandfather's face changed; sharp places
became softer ... " and ended when Journey
acted and " ... pressed the button and the
shutter clicked." ( 17)
c) "Now, let's take out our writers
notebooks. Writers tell the external and the
internal story. Can you find a place in your
writing where a thoughtshot would add part of
the internal story or what the character is
thinking?"
Students experimented adding

Grandfather took the camerajrom
around his neck and handed it to me. He
held out his arms, and Emmett went to
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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thoughtshots to their writing. We shared in
small groups and whole group. I reminded the
students that as they begin writing their
memoirs, they should think about using
snapshots and thoughtshots to slow
important moments down. Thoughtshots let
the reader know what characters are thinking
and feeling and snapshots help the reader see
what's happening in the story.
d) Workshop
From left to right: Mark White and Dawud
Schkoor.

Day 11: Dialogue

a) Dialogue is one way authors reveal
characters to the reader. In novels, dialogue is
interspersed with snapshots and
thoughtshots. I selected another passage to
read aloud. This time from Doris Buchanan
Smith's A Taste of Blackberries. "Let's listen
for snapshots, thoughtshots, and dialogue."

make the story drag or make it harder for the
reader to focus on the story.
b) I asked students to take out the photo
we'd used for our snapshots two days before.
"Imagine what might be said in your picture.
Try to write dialogue that sounds real." I
timed our free writes for five minutes and
wrote with the students on the overhead.
Then we shared, noting dialects appropriate to
characters and settings.
c) Next, I asked students to add
thoughtshots to their dialogue. Free write.
Share.
d) I asked students in their small groups to
again look at the novels they were reading.
Take the next five minutes and find a favorite
example of the mix of snapshots,
thoughtshots, and dialogue. At the end of five
minutes I asked the class to take turns at
their tables and have each person read the
passage she found. "When everyone at your
table has read, decide which passage your
group liked the best and we'll read aloud one
from each table."
e) Workshop: I reminded the students to
intersperse snapshots, thoughtshots, and
dialogue as they fit in their writing.

"Yes."
"What happened?"
"Jamie poked a stick sown a bee hole."
"Did you get stung?"
"No. I stood still."
''Then what happened?"
"Everybody ran."
"Did Jamie run?"
It was as though she had punched me
in the stomach. I saw Jamie again, falling
down and writhing. I closed my eyes. I
shouldn't have left. I should have helped
him. But how could I know? I swallowed. I
thought I was going to be sick.
"Did Jamie run?" she repeated.
"No," I said. "He Jell down. I thought he
was faking."
She reached out to touch me, but I
was out of reach and didn't move closer.
"I know," she said. "We all know how
Jamie was."
My mind buzzed like a swarm of bees. I
hadn't even got stung, and Jamie was
dead. (40,41)

Day 12: Copy Change

a) Today's lesson dealt with copy change. A
friend, knowing I was working with memoir,
sent me a copy of "My Grandmother's Hair",
by Cynthia Rylant . It begins, "When I was
living in my grandparents' small white house
in Cool Ridge, West Virginia, I loved to comb
my grandmother's hair." I asked the students
to keep the structure of the piece, but rewrite
it, changing most of the nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs.

I reread the passage first leaving out the
thoughtshots, then omitting the snapshots.
Students saw clearly that the dialogue moved
the action along and that the impact on the
reader would be minimal without snapshots
and thoughtshots.
We talked about how too many snapshots or
thoughtshots or unnecessary dialogue can
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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way I wanted it to be. I shared my endless
revisions and read a short section aloud for
response. After reading, I looked up, hoping
for response. Blank faces.
"Awww, Mrs. Schiller," Sarah shook her
head sympathetically.
''That's it?" I thought. Most didn't seem to
understand what I'd written. I already had a
stack of revisions. How many more weekends
was I going to spend on this? As I reread it
now I think about adding snapshots,
thoughtshots, and dialogue, making it more
immediate for the reader. I appreciate how
difficult it is to write and revise and write and
revise. And I understand how sometimes, you
just have to stop and say, ''That's it. That's the
best I can do at this time," and put your
writing aside.
b) Workshop

b) We worked on it for about fifteen minutes
and then shared our efforts.
I invited students to continue their copy
change if they desired or to try it with other
pieces of writing. "Writers learn from each
other," I explained. "Now you have a better
sense of how one writer constructed her
memoir and a way of using other authors as
models for your writing."
Students were pleased with the way their
writing sounded. Copy change is a great way
to scaffold writing. They now had another
model for structuring sentences and listening
to the way the words sounded gave them new
ideas for revision when they returned to their
own memoirs.
c) Workshop
Day 13: Opening Lines

_

a) By now, everyone was working on a draft
of their memoir piece. It was time to study
opening lines. I asked students to turn to the
novels they were reading. "Select one person
to be the recorder and in your small groups,
write down the title, author, and opening line
from each person's book."
b) I told the class that a book of famous
opening lines had been recently published. I
shared how I'd attended a workshop with
Donald Graves and how I'd learned that a
good opening line gets the reader to question
and wonder, and that everything in the book
flows from that opening. We talked about the
importance of opening lines to draw the
reader in and set up the piece. Then we
shared our favorite opening line from our
group's list. We tried to decide why we liked it
and what it made us wonder.
c) We started a chart taped to a door where
students could write their favorite opening
lines. Then we revisited our memoir drafts
and volunteers read aloud their openings. Did
they draw the reader in? Did they make the
reader wonder? Did they set up the piece? Or
did the opening line tell the whole story
leaving nothing for the reader to find out?
d) Workshop

Day 15 and 16: Conferencing

a) Many students now had drafts to
conference. Some had conferenced with peers
during workshop time. Today and tomorrow,
we would read our drafts to our response
groups and continue to revise our pieces.
b) Our response groups were the students
from our tables. Everyone folded a looseleaf
paper lengthwise in half. At the top they wrote
their name, date, and peer conference. Then
they wrote the title of the piece to be
conferenced and its author.
Students listened carefully as the piece was
read once aloud. Then the reader waited while
the response group individually wrote a
summary of what was read.
Then each student at the table read her
summary. The writer listened without
comment. If her peers do not understand
what she was trying to say, it showed up in
the summaries. The summary also required
every group member to listen carefully and
actively participate.
The author read her piece aloud a second
time then waited while the group wrote
comments on the right side of their peer
conference paper. I encouraged stems such
as, "I noticed ... ", "I wondered ... ", "What if
... ", "I thought ... ", or "I felt ... ". The language
helps the students say what they want to say
without offending the writer.
Finally, each group member read her

Day 14: Modeling

a) Today I brought in all of my memoir
drafts. Weekend after weekend I wrote and
revised my memoir. I just couldn't get it the
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comments aloud. I insist that the reader
listen, take notes, but not get into a lengthy
discussion with the responders. After hearing
comments and suggestions from her peers,
the writer makes the final decision as to
whether or not to revise the piece in light of
the groups' comments.
c) Workshop: I talked about revision. Did
you draw your reader in? Would the reader
want to read your piece? Can you isolate your
best line and write it on the top of a clean
sheet and start from there? What belongs?
What can be cut?

From left to right: Lauren Fouche and Laura
Tramble

was stronger than ever before in my
classroom. Kerry's novel response written in
the style of R.L. Stine, Gary Paulsen, and
Shakespeare was a clear example, but many
other students made equally strong
connections between their favorite authors
and their own writing.
Would I say my year of focus on genre
studies satisfied genre and craft of language?
Not hardly. I feel as though I've just begun to
view my teaching from a different angle.
There's much more to learn.
The content standards help me take a fresh
look at what I'm doing in my classroom. They
help me realize I have a lot of reading, talking,
and thinking to do about things I thought I
knew. For me, the standards keep the
conversation going and encourage thoughtful
practice. As I rethink my teaching in light of
the standards, I will become an increasingly
effective educator and my students'
capabilities will mirror my growth.

Day 17 and Beyond:

a) Parent and student memoir pieces were
filtering in. Several parents volunteered to edit
and type our pieces on floppy discs. As our
book of memoir took shape, I collected photos
to half-tone and add to our publication.
Students drew front and back covers and
weeks later, I contacted the Border's Book
Shop closest to our school to ask if once again
they would host a book signing for us. Last
year their public relations director offered us
that option and it was a memorable
experience. Once again, Border's agreed to
launch our publications at an evening book
signing.
b) Throughout the year, parents who wrote
for our book came to class to read their
memoirs to us. Seated in our circle on the
rug, we listened respectfully as the student
and parent sat on chairs side by side and read
their memoir pieces aloud.

Reflections
The content standards jogged me into
reshaping my practice. When I read the
standard on genre and craft of language I
began to realize how little I knew about
exploring "... the constraints and possibilities
of different types of text ... " I think it
broadened my understanding of what I need
to accomplish in my classroom. The standards
defmitely made me more intentional in my
teaching.
By focusing on memoir I began to
understand how to focus on oilier genres as
well. I definitely honed my teaching. My
students' writing did improve.
The connection between reading and writing
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